Neurocognitive and linguistic correlates of positive and negative formal thought disorder: A meta-analysis.
Executive dysfunction and language impairment are the most prominent neuropsychological models of formal thought disorder (FTD) in schizophrenia. However, available studies have provided contradictory findings regarding the accuracy of these models. Furthermore, specific neurocognitive underpinnings of positive FTD (PosFTD) and negative FTD (NegFTD) are not clear. Following the systematic review of schizophrenia studies, a random-effects meta-analysis of the relationship between FTD and neurocognition/language in schizophrenia was conducted in 52 reports including 2805 patients. Neurocognition was significantly associated with both PosFTD (r = -0.21, CI = -0.14 to -0.27) and NegFTD (r = -0.24, CI = -0.18 to -0.30). Both PosFTD (r = ranged from -0.18 to -0.27) and NegFTD (r = ranged from -0.19 to -0.23) were significantly correlated with verbal memory, visual memory, attention, and processing speed. In meta-analyses of executive functions, PosFTD was significantly associated with working memory (r = -0.21), planning (r = -0.19), and inhibition (r = -0.21) and NegFTD was significantly associated with planning (r = -0.27), fluency (r = -0.27), and working memory (r = -0.24). In meta-analyses of linguistic variables, PosFTD was associated with deficits in syntactic comprehension (r = -0.27) and semantic processing (r = -0.18). In contrast, NegFTD was associated only with semantic comprehension (r = -0.21). Both PosFTD and NegFTD were significantly associated with executive dysfunction, neurocognitive deficits and semantic dysfunction but syntactic deficits were more specific to PosFTD. There were also some distinct patterns of relationships between the pattern of executive dysfunction and types of FTD. Fluency deficit was associated more strongly with NegFTD and poor inhibition was more specifically related to PosFTD. Current findings suggest that neurocognitive and linguistic correlates of PosFTD and NegFTD might be partly different.